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CHA P'l'E;R I 
INTRODUCTION 
Nat1UJre a~d Staterilil~nt ~f the Problem 
T~H·e h ~. glt'<or~h1.g blQldy of evidence wh:l.ch. indicates that teacher 
q1U1est,\(\;i)ltt:ilJIT.g ha.s an bnUl!Jlen©te @mi p'Ulp:H"'thinkingl) so©bl"'etnotional 
~].:ilma·ic~ t®f the ~],ass'.lt'IQJ!Om 9 S1tild pupU 11W.stiery of subject matter material. 
Reseei.:rr:·eh h l'lleeded t«; deteii.rmbie how more desirable questioning prac"' 
t.:1!.11:!es Ci!n be d®vdoped. Thusi, studeiri.t teachers need to be made aware 
~f tlmia khids ~f rqu@st:1\.,\'.i)m1s wM.ch sti'\.mu].ate productive thh!.king on the 
l).!!llft ICJ:f i~hl!! hl~lrn~lt. 
T\hh ®~JI.N:Qt:lm<iiimitaJ st1!Jldy w1.u1 de~dgll!ied to invesUgate the influence 
of feedback ll.il:i',f@irm.aUon on, q\lJJ<!iaUon:!.ng te~lhm,:l.ques developed by student 
t..ieac~1:e.~:irs" 'I'he W.)1 wersU:y s"<uperswho:r held 1C1ainfex-em.ces with each student 
hi fs'.IW!Jl rall'ftd001ly assigllled g1·10\\nps h1. ~rde:t to appraise the various 
pattettiH:ll ()if quesUoinh11g tllS<S:d. One gll."O\UP 1::llse.d v:ldec, tape for feedback 9 
ihe @ii:;h®it depxeilP\ded ®lil met1M»ey" Thh stud.y consisted oif eighteen female 
st'l:llde:rtt t~a,:hers majwdiaig :h11. Elementary EducaU.on 9 assigned in the 
faU s:emestier 0 19111> £01:ir stl\l\den t teactdn.g in grades three to six in 
the St:Ul11:wat~ir 9 Oklah\~ 9 PubHe SrchOlch. All student. teachers who 
appJLied f@r plllacement in grades three to six were 1:Ased in the study, 
ma1dxi1g a total oif ed.gM:een. The student teachers were pl.aced :l.n four 
elemem,.taey scl.,i@(l)lso 
In essence this research focused on answers to the following 
questions3 What kinds of questions do preservice teachers ask? Does 
the pattern of quest:ion.ing change as a result of feedback information 
following a lesson? Will video feedback have more influence on 
questioning patterns than memory feedback? 
Purpose of the Study 
The major purpose oif this study was to assess student teacher 
behavior tl:lrough evaluative feedback with respect to questioning 
techniques in the teaching of social stud:!.eso The investigator 
attempted to as,;;:;ertain if feedback support throiugh video tapes 
affected greater ehange in student teachers 9 questioning techniques 
than mamol)' feedback support. 
Hypotheses 
The purpose for the study led to the development of four 
hypotheses to be tes'i:edo The 005 level of significance was selected 
fmr the testing of all hypotheses. 
Ho • Thei'e :ls nai stgnHi<Carit difference h1 numbers of questions l 
between tile l\i'ldee greup and the memory group within each category of 
,quesUon.s asked by st~dent teachers on the pre and post tapes. 
Ho2• There is no sign:I.Hcant difference between the qaestioning 
patterns of student teachers t'ecei ving video feedback support and 
2 
those recei v:l.ng mem())ry f eedba.ck support from the un:I. versity supervisor 
on either pre or post tapes. 
Ho3 o There is no sign:ll.f:!l.cant difference in the number of 
,p.:iestions asked between 1:nU.::!.al and Ho.al scores in any category of 
questions by student teachers receiving either video or memory 
feedbacko 
Ho4• There is no significant difference between the video 
feedback and the memox·y feedback student teacher groups on pre and 
3 
post tapes with respect to traditional and inquiry oriented questioning 
pattemso 
ni.eoretical Background 
The importance of the question in setting the stage for learning 
has been recll:ilgn:lzed for geners.Uons past by great teachers of meth0d. 
A truism for educators is that questions play an important role in 
teaching. Aschner (1961) commented that from Socrates on, the class~ 
ro<Ml'I teacher probably devotes more time and thought to asking questions 
than anybody. He charged question asking as being one of the basic 
ways by which the teacher stimulates student thinking and learning 
and refexTed to the teacher as "a pro£ess:lonal question maker." 
Duke (1971) ciains1dered one of the pdmary responsibilities of 
any t~acher to be fostering all varieties of careful thinking in 
sfi::11.lldsnts. He further stated that he thought it could be done in a 
va.riet.y o:if ways~ but. t.he most important device was the classroGl'll 
q~estion. He stressed the importance of questioning in the teaching 0 
lea:rnJ.ng.,.process by recognh:lng the difference between an excellent 
teacher and a marginal one by the manner in which questions were 
framed 11 asked, and followed th.rough. Wellington and Wellington (1962) 
stressed teaching as the process through which the teacher guides 
the p~pils so that they ask questions. 
Questi~ns are as effective as the manner in which they are used. 
The entire purpose of questilOlning is often defeated by teachers who 
have mot learned how to ~se or when to use the method. (Weaver and 
Cenci, 1960)~ Colvin (1919) after observing beginning teachers, 
generalized that "the character of the questions asked more than 
anything. else determines the nature and value of teaching.'' (Colvin, 
1919; p. 266). 
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Belssing 0942) con.duded that the fi:r.st stimulus to the mental 
life of the child is the question, whether it be silently or vocally 
expressed, and that it remains the major mainspring to mental activity 
th:it(Ol'!lgh<C)ll.llt Hfe. Lough.Un (1961) stated th.at effective questioning is 
effective teaching. In agreement with Loughlin was Klebaner (1964) 
who r(lr;p~rted that the carrefull.ly thought out question when used effec-
tively is vital t~ achieving the purposes of education. Klebaner also 
felt that the purpose of the question should be identified by the 
teacher and real:! zed by the pup! lo He insisted that pupils be made 
aware IQlf the types ef answers wh:i.eh dHferent ldti.ds of questions 
demand. 
T,!ii.bal) Levine and Elzy (1964) demonstrated that the thoughts 
el~cited from ~hildre~ were closely related to the nature of the 
qisestil.lQ)ns asked. Th.ey concluded that questions wh:l ch teachers ask 
set tb.e limits wU:hin which students can operate and also th.e 
expectations regarding the level of cognitive operations. Therefore 
the chHd~s JLevel and l;i\8t1allre of thought are limited because questions 
di~t.ate both what the students are to think about and how they are 
t© go about it. Some questions lead students to the lowest form of 
c~gnitiwe thinking which deals with memorization. 
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The ability to ask questions is an area in teacher education which 
shows neglect, both in classroom teaching and empirical investigation. 
(Ward, 1969). Attention should be given to the practical application 
of the questioning precess in the classroom. 
Clarification of Terminology 
A number of terms are used in this study which should be defined 
for clarity of reading. These definitions and clarifications of terms 
will be applicable throughout this studys 
Feedback is knowledge of results of performance on questioning 
strategy. 
Video feedback is a procedure wherein the university supervisor 
and the student teacher viewed the playback of a lesson and discussed 
c~ded questioning patterns. 
~~ory feedbaek is a procedure through which the university 
supll:lr·11:i\.s())r and the student teacher discussed coded questioning patterns 
and tha student teacher recalled the lesson from memory. 
Rhetorical ::iuestions are those questions for which the teacher 
supplies an answer. 
Informational questions are those questions which call for facts 
read~ h~ard 9 or discussed in class. 
Leading guestion~ prescribe a desired approach to developing an 
answer. 
P:r~bing s:!::_est:l.ons are open~ended questions which structure the 
acti~ity cf student inquity but do not indicate the nature or approach 
t© the answer. 
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Traditional~criented guestions are those referred to as rhetorical 
and informational. (Appendix A, Guide for Analysis of Teaching& 
Questioning). 
Ingui;,Qoriented questions are those referred to as leading and 
probing. 
Video sroup was nine randomly assigned preQservice elementary 
teachers who received video feedback and reviewed their coded 
questioning patterns simultaneously. 
Memox·y fil:'Oup was nine randomly assigned pre~se:rvice elementary 
teachers who did not receive vldeo feedback but saw only a coded 
sheet ~f their questioning patte~s. 
Assumptions 
For the purposes of this study the following assumptions were 
positedg 
l. That education is a process of changing the behavior 
patterns coif human be:!.ngs. 
2. That student teacher candidates had been exposed to 
e.ssent:l.dly similar a.cadem:l.c, methodological and philosophical 
backgrounds of preparation. 
3. That student teachers would respond to the study willingly 
and witho~t feeling appreciable personal threat. 
4. That the kinds of questions being asked by student teachers 
during their student teaching experience could be determined 
by the results of tests used in the study. 
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Scope and Limitations of the Study 
The limitations involved in the study may be influencing factors. 
1. The sample consisted of a random selection of preQservice 
teachers assigned to the upper and intermediate grades (3=6) 
in one school system from one university 0s elementary educa= 
tion enrollment during the fall of 1971. Therefore, the data 
and conclusions contained in this study are intended to apply 
only to the groups participating directly in the study. 
2. The study was limited by the fact that the students did not 
participate in identical school organizational pattezns 
during their student teaching experiences. 
3. The study is limited to the wrying extent of student 
teacher effectiveness and willingness to cooperate throughout 
the duration of the study. 
4. The limited span of time may influence the degree to which 
the hypotheses under question could be adequately tested. 
5. The study ut:Uhed no control group which had instruiction in 
questioning wi thotit feedback. 
Significance of the Study 
This study is significant in that it can make a contribution in 
assessing the quality and productivity of instruction with respect to 
questicn:i:ri.g strategies that students are exposed to in methods classes. 
It could se:rve as a guide for instruction :in future preservice programs. 
' 
CHAPTER II 
RELATED RESEARCH AND PERTINENT LITERATURE 
This study investigated the behavior of student teachers in 
relation to ques,Uoning techniques used in the teaching of social 
studies. Feedback support by means of videotape and supervisory 
conferences versus memory support were used as comparative treatments. 
Reviewed in this section are studies in three related areas of 
researchi (1) questions and questioning, (2) questions as they 
relate to the teaching act 11 and (3) studies to improve teacher ques-
tioning behaviors. 
Questions and Questioning 
Thie f:l.rst scientific study cf classroom questions was done over 
fifty years ago by Romiett Stevens (Hunkins, 1968). This research 
pr;~vided evidence that teachers of both English and social studies 
n~t only did most of the talking, but that the talk consisted mainly 
of questions. Memory type questions were dominant ·as the study 
indicated. 
Teacher questionin,g has increased with interest in recent years. 
Fl~yd (1960) studied the oral questioning activity of selected primary 
school teachers, and found that about 70 percent of the oral 
expressions were delivered by the teacher and that 93 percent of all 
questions ~.sked were teacherwori ginated. 
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In the 1960°s attention was directed to the cognitive emphases 
of student teachers• and pupils 9 questions (Clegg, 1967; Davis and 
Tinsley, 1967). Considerable progress was made in the analysis of 
cognitive operations (Bloom, 1956; Guilford, 1956) and "memory" and 
"knowledge" came to be seen more adequately as essential and prerequig 
site to thinking. Davis and Tinsley (1967) developed a rating scale, 
Teacher-Pupil Question Inventory (TPQI). ni.e inventory had nine 
categories, seven of which were adopted from Bloom 0 s Taxonomy and 
measured the range of cognitive objectives manifested by the questions 
of 44 student teachers in secondary school social studies. Trained 
observers were used to record the cognitive emphases of the questions 
asked by student teachers and pupils. Inspection of the inventory 
list following the observations revealed that memory was the dominant 
type of question employed by both teachers and pupils. Davis and 
Tinsley recommended that (1) more attention be given to different 
c~gnitive objectives in social studies classrooms and (2) that 
increased specific understanding of questioning and its purposes and 
improved questioning skills be included in teacher education programs. 
Clegg (1967) studied questioning skills at the elementary level 
and utilized a modified form of the TPQI with six student teachers to 
rec,ord their cognitive behavior level. Only six categories, each 
representative of a level in Bloom's hierarchy, were included in the 
modified TPQI. Clegg concluded from results obtained that a complete 
range of cognitive levels in t:he questions asked by the student teachers 
existed. In this study Qnly twenty-seven per cent of the questions 
asked were classified as memory questionso Further analysis indicated 
' . 
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that significant differences existed between the level of questions of 
the six student teachers. 
Numarous articles 11 speeches 11 and books have praised the merits 
cf the question as a device for effective teaching. De Garmo (1911) 
asserted that excellent questioning was excellent teaching. He 
grouped questions by type as a guide for teachers. Other early 
advocates of the effective use of questions in the classroom were 
Hall and Han (1916). To these contributors teaching was the stimu~ 
lation ~f thinking to be achieved by the employment of thought~ 
p:rri;;nY())id.ng quesUons. (Hunkins 11 1968). 
LoughUn (1961) agreed with De Garmo 11 when he stated that 
"effecU ve questioning is effective teaching." (Loughlin, 1961; 
p. 481). Loughlin listed the following as guides to questioningz 
{1) involve t~tal class when distributing questions, (2) keep a balance 
'between faetua1 and thought provoking questions, (3) utilize simple 
and e~acting que~t~ons 0 (4) enc~urage resp~nses 9 and (5) stimulate 
,'.;:t':i ti cal thinking by asking "T(» what extent? How? Why? Compare? 11 
RRJ:th K].<ebatter (1964) concluded that questioning is not an innate 
t:alen.t, brut I) :rather a sk:l U which can be developed through study 1> 
th~~ght, and e~nti~uous selfQevaluation. She reported questioning as 
being able tit» accil'J!npUsh tw:l.n objectives& the immediate one f!Clr which 
questions are asked 9 and the long··range one of developing ch:Udren °s 
int~Unation and aM-Uty to acquire knowledge independently. Carner 
(1963) stt·essed that before teachers could frame effective questions 
they must first be c~gnizant of the types of thinking required. 
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The Teaching Act 
Se,reral :1.nvest.igations involving verbal interaction in the 
cllasst'OOOi have produced evidence concen1ing the influence. of teacher 
,_r 
quest:i.oi:,.s :l.n general areas of the instructional programg questions 
and questioning, student thinking, social-emotional climate of the 
' 
classroom!) and the mastery of subject matter i.nformation. (Aschner, 
1959; Aschner and Gallagher 9 1961; Smith and Meus, 1962; Taba and 
Ehy, 1964; Bella~kl) 1966). Aschner (1959) for example, studied 
logical aspects of tea.chin.go Findings from this study indicated that 
the manner in which teachers addressed questions, the ways questions 
were worded\) occasions upon which they were asked, and the frequency 
of asking them were a.U accompanied by correspondingly different kinds 
iOlf pupil behaviors. 
Prior to 1964, only Taba had proposed specific teaching strategies 
employing questi~ns to develop thinking. Questions, she affirmed 9 can 
be uUUzed as tl'ansH!on devices f:r.om one level of thought to another. 
St:r.ategh~s ut.U:ltdng q1!.P.est~.ons iemphashing spec:l.fic facts first and 
then pr(jceed:ltng t© higher~level questions seemed to produce an effecg 
tiwe a~d persistent raising of thought to higher levels. On the basis 
of th:l.s idea, 'Jraba {1966) and her coQworkers (1964) developed a. system 
of teacher tr~ining centered ar~und questioning strategies. These 
quest.iOlning stret~g:!e.s were viewed as techxiiques which teachers could 
use to devel(l)p their studer1ts 0 abilities in forming concepts, 
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Teachers 0 Questioning Behaviors 
Claus (1969) conducted research to define a central teaching skill 
which stimulates pupil inquiring behavior within the context of student-
teacher dialogue and to prepare beg,inning teachers to use the ski 11 of 
.. 
questioning. Teachers were taught to increase their use of higher-
order ques~ions by a procedure which involved showing a video-tape 
model of a teacher using questioning skills and by providing verbal 
cues on the various types of higher-order questions occurring during 
demonstrations. 
Berliner and others (1967) found micro-teaching procedures using 
perceptual or symbolic models with secondary teacher candidates 
productive in raising the use of higher-order questions. Jayne (1945) 
reported two studies in 1940, that made use of recording equipment. 
His studies were attempts of relating various measures of learning 
and recall to a large number of potentially significant teacher 
behaviors; however, the results were inconclusive and sometimes 
contradictory due to a number of methodological problems. 
Hoetker and Ahlbrand (1968) observed over one hundred student 
teachers and found the most common fault to be that of failing to give 
the child enough time to perceive thought relations after the question 
was asked by the teacher. When immediate answers were not given, the 
teacher would interrupt by meaningless remarks, repeat the question, 
answer it herself, or pass the question on to another pupilo A number 
of studies investigating teacher behavior and effects of feedback 
treatment were made during the 1960°s. Taba (1966) and Parsons and 
Shaftel (1967) found that experienced teachers changed their class-
room questioning behaviors following special intervention 
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pr~grams. Aubertine (1967) found that some type of feedback was 
necessary in order to change the behavior of teacher trainees. Findings 
were that tr.aiimees who were prov:lded vide~ feedback and an opportun:I. ty 
to praet! ce co:rre!Ct:lng t.he1 r 1\nistakes II from previous teaching acts 
pe:~cformed better at the • 01 level of eonfi dence on subsequent demon~ 
strati on.$ than a c.ont:1:;ol group which received neither feedback nor the 
opporti.mity to practice. Acheson (1964) tested the effects on selected 
beha.'Vio:rs of teachers in training 'Who observed their own teaching via 
videotape during supervisory conferences. The study was a TV feedback 
versus n.o T V feedback desi.gn for three gr©ups which received indirect 
supe·.rvision!> direct supervision~ and no supervision. The two cri tedon 
me.a.surements were teacher moni0logue in terms of percent of time and the 
frequen~y of teacher~pupil interaction episodes. Television feedback 
c1~ibi:nred with s1.llperviSIQlt'y conferences~ either direct or indirect, 
p:it~d1.ll,,,ed s:lgnHicantly greater changes in the selected behaviors than 
supe~evisory conferences without television. 
Adair and Kyle desigXlled a study (1.969) to assess the effects of 
tht·ee types of feedba©k~evaluat1on procedures (two of which involved 
the use of video tape) in changing the question=asking behavior of 
i:nse:itvll. ,:ie b1:1a,~hia1's. Three r:ari,domll.y fel1cmed groups of sixth grade 
taaehers partiic:ipated in the th:r:'ae~stage st:udy,, with each group using 
lj)Ite of the folfow:l.ng feedback procedures g (1) standard obser•1ation 
practice (teacherQsupervisor conference following classroom observation 
by super·1rh~r); ( 2) self ~analysis of v:i deotaped teaching session; 
and (3) dh·ect.red self~analysis (superv:lsorQasdsted) of a videotaped 
tea~hing session. Among ths findings of the study (which focused on 
tw or fau:r types aif questions used in analysis of question-asking 
behavior) are (1) that the two video tape~based procedures appeared 
equally eff ecU ve and were more ef fee ti ve than standard observation 
procedures in reducing the percentage of rhetorical questions asked 
by teachers and (2) that each of the three procedures was effective 
in increasing the percentage of .probing questions asked. 
More recent studies of the 1970°sl) Konetski (1970); Belland and 
others (1971); Morse and Davis (1970); Rogers and Da:vis (1970) and 
Ward (1970) have continued investiga.t:l.ons of questioning techniques 
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and teacher behavior. For examplel) Ward (1970) involved 78 experienced 
elementary sch<,ol teachers in grades one through six in a study. Each 
teacher was randomly assigned to one of four eval.uation ... treatment 
groups and one of two time-treatment groups. The results of this 
investigation indicated that differences existed between evaluative 
treatment groups and effectiveness of the treatment depended upon the 
amonmt of time in which subjects utilized the evaluative procedures. 
Results of former studies indicate that some type of feedback 
1s necessary in order to change behavior of teacher trainees. T~ere is 
also evidence that video .. tape .. based procedures are more effective as 
a means of reducing the percentage of rhetorical questions asked by 
t~he teacher than observation procedures. When a student sees himself 
in the questio;rdng situation on vtdeo 9 he is more aware of his 
strengths and weaknesses than if they were enumerated by an observer. 
The present study attempted to test the foregoing premises by means of 
video tapes using four maj~r categories of questions; namely, 




This study consisted of eighteen female student teachers majoring 
in Elementary Education. They were assigned in the fall semester, 1971, 
for student teaching in grades three through six in the Stillwater, 
Oklahoma, Public Schools. All student teachers who applied for place-
ment in grades three through six were used in the study, making a 
total of eighteen. 
Subject Orientation and Training Procedure 
Each subject in the population was randomly assigned to one of 
two treatment groups, one of which used videotape as a means of 
feedback and e'\l'dv..<iation, the other of which relied on memory or recall 
for evaluation feedback. 
All subjects attended an orientation workshop where they were 
informed of the general· purpose of the study. Schedule A, Questioning 
Strategies, ~f the Self-Evaluat:n.on:Instrument, (discussed later in this 
_. chapter) was presented to each subject and a review of the booklet's 
design, was then given, followed by a question and answer period. 
This wo~kshop was held before the pre-tape lessons which were to 
serve as preQtest data for the study. Subjects were asked to tape a 
twenty minute discussion-type social studies lesson of their choice. 
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A sheet of specific inst:tuctions was dist:t'i buted to each subject 
including an outline of lesson procedures, dates for taping lessons, 
and dates for conferences. Emphasis was placed on self improvement 
in using a questioning strategy. The remaining part of the workshop 
was turned over to the Media Aides Specialist for Stillwater Public 
Schools. He used thh time to orient the investigator and student 
teachers tq the portable videotape recorder 9 playback equipment and 
the operational uses of each, and remained with the group during a 
training session where student teachers were allowed to make and view 
informal 'play6acks of themselves to gain expertise :ln operating the 
equipment. Each of the four schools was adequately equipped with 
video-taping facilities and a media aide was available for assisting 
the student teacher :l.n videotaping the lesson. 
Collection of Data 
The two gro~ps of student teachers were videotaped three times 
d'l;nrh1g the last fi ·1re weeks of their actual student teaching experience, 
in.dudj.ng the pre=tap:l.ng. Pdo:r to this time the students had been 
alternat~ng b~tween meth~ds setrdnars and classroom practices for a 
pie:riod 0;f eight weeks. The videotaping was made of a stud.ent teacher 
and her class du?'lng approximately twenty minutes of informal dis~uss:l.on 
ower a social studies problem or lesson •. The first tape (referred to 
as the pre~tape throughout the discussion of the study) was made 
d1..11dng the first week of the fi •J>e-week P'2X'iod. The second tape 
se:i:'ved :ln an instr1..11cUonal capacity in questioning techniques. The 
third tape rendered post=test information for the study. In tne 
video group the student and supervising teacher viewed each of the 
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twenty minute tapes together, the supervising teacher and an independent 
coder (a neutral person) had precoded the tapes for questioning 
techniques before the conferenceo The supervising teacher alerted the 
student teacher during the conference to look for various question 
patterns usedo The student and supervisor, viewing the tapes together, 
located defic:l.encies in questioning techniques used and examined 
alternatives to improve the defects. The students in the memory 
group met individually for an equal amount of Ume with the super-
vh:l.:ng teacher and during that time the university supervisor gave 
the student teache)rs evaluative feedback from their lessons. The 
supervising teacher and an independent coder had coded the lesson 
p·dor to the conference (Appendix B). The supervhor and the student 
te..s.c:hrer did not view the taped lesson du:d.ng the conference. The 
s:J,pervhcnr po.l.n!:,ed out question patterns appeadng on the student Os 
t;:oded sheet. Students we1·e allowed to rec•oird the coded information 
h11 theix• own bo~klets fo1t future reference if they chose. 
Every stRident teacher recei vied feedback information ;:luring the 
week that followed each taping s.ess!on and prior to the next tape to 
be madeo Video playback and evalua.U ve feedback information for the 
video students was usuallly given in the Media Room of each buildingo 
The merne>cy group 1r:ecei ved !nfo:rmation there also or in an equally 
private place. The university supervisor did not sit. in the classroom 
at anytime d1.1dng a tap:!.ng session. 
In many instances student teachers were able to tape one another 0s 
lessons, as they had been directed by the Media Specialist from the 
SU Uwate:r Publl.:k: Schools du:r.ing em hiserv:l.ce workshop on how to 
use the video equipment. When media a.ides were available, they taped 
the student 0s lessons for them. 
Only the video group students viewed their videotaped lessons. 
The memory group students 0 tapes were placed on file and a scheduled 
time was afforded them after the study was completed to view any or 
all of their taped lessons. The same opportunity was extended to 
students in the video g~oup fer the last taped lesson. Each of the 
tapes in the video group had been reused each time thereby era.sing 
their first and second lessons. A new tape was used each time for 
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the memory group since each of their tap.es were placed on file to be 
viewed by them at the end of the study. The study began on November 511 
1971, and lasted 'for approximately five to six weeks, ending on 
December 22, 1971. 
Observer Reliability 
Each tape made was analyzed independently by at least two 
observers. The observers ·established coder reUabili ty by practicing 
en several previously made micrc=tesching tapes that were made available 
to themo The observers viewed these tapes together and discussed the 
f,~u:r categories of questions that would be used in the study. They 
each used the Guided Self Analysis Booklet for learning the definitions 
and characterizations of each of the categories of questions, then 
they practiced coding the micro 0 tapes. The observers analyzed the 
students 0 tapes independently and when differences occurred~ they 
called in a third experienced observer to participate in a jury to 
review the tape and make a decision as to what type question was being 
askedo Observer reliability was estimated by Scott 0s Coefficiento 
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Scott 0s method is unaffected by low frequencies, can be adapted to 
percent figures, and is more sensitive at higher levels of reliabilityo 
Scott calls his coeffichnt "pi" and !t is determined by the formula 
PO is the proportion of agreement between observations made of 
the same tape by different obsE!rvers and P is the proportion of . e 
agreement expected by chance which is found by squaring the proportion 
of tallies in each category and summing these over~all categories. 
Formula 2. 
In Formula Two, there are k categories and p1 is the proportion 
of tallies falUng into each category. In Formula One 11 "pi" can be 
expressed in words as the amoUA1t that two observers exceed chance 
agreement divided by the amount that perfect agreement exceeds 
chance. (Scott ll 1L 9 55). 
A total number of f!fty=four tapes were observed and coded in 
t.hh study. B0>th of the coders rated the entire set of tapes. Total 
agr~e1t1ent (tr ... l. 00 ) was reported for the rating on th1 rty=two 
of the tapes by the two coders. Of the twenty~two remaining tapes 
where some disagreement in recording occurred, the lowest reliability 
coeff!eient obtained was 0.89. The average reliability coefficient 
~n the twentyQtwo tapes was 0.95 (Appendix E). These values were 
interpreted as indieating a high degree of reliability in the cate= 
gc»:r.haUon of questions x·ecorded on the tapes. 
The Self~Evaluation Instrument 
S<!hedJJle A') Questioning Strategies\) a self~evaluation instrument 
developed by Dr. Theodore Parsons of the School of Education in 
Berkeley, California,, was used in the study. Schedule A is one of 
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s:l.x booklets included :ln the program, Teaching for Inquiry, a Guided 
Self Analysis System for Professional Development. Provision ls made 
in the instrument for the viewer to categor:l.cally record types of 
questions asked in the videotape playback. Simple arithmetical 
computation allows subjects to evaluate differences between playbacks. 
The self 0 evaluation instrument is based upon the following 
object! v~s: (Adapted fr.om Ward, 1970) 
A. To structure the teacheras observation of his questioning~ 
skill ability as demonstrated by a videotape recording of 
his teaching performance, by focusing his attention on 
spec:I.Hc types of teacher behaviors which are intended to 
stimulate specific types of cognitive activities and pupil 
responses. 
B. To pro1iride an in.strument which will enable the teacher to 
identHy 9 code 9 reco:rdl) and count the number of each type 
of teacher~posed question asked. 
C. To direct the teacher 0s computation of the proportion of 
each type of question in the total performance and consequent~ 
1yp provide him with a basis for a quantitative analysis of 
the observed data. 
Schedule A, question categoriesl) relate to current theories of 
learning, principally those of David Ausubel and Robert Gagrte. 
(Parsons, 1971). 
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Methods of Analysis 
Various nonparametric statistical tests were utilized in the 
study. Nonparametde techniques were used because of the many advan~ 
tages proposed by Siegel (1956): (1) mo~·t nonparametric tests apply to 
data in an ordinal scale, and some apply also to data in a nominal 
scale; (2) nonparametric techniques are typically easy to compute; 
(3) small sample sizes can be utilized and they do not assume that a 
sample is drawn from a nonnally distributed population. 
The Mann°WhH.ney U test, described by Siegel (1956, pp. 116~127), 
was utilized to test for differences between the video and memory 
group on questior1 categories in the several tape periods. Siegel 
(1956, p. 116) depicts the Mann°Whitney U test as one of the most 
pciwarful of the nonparametric tests. This test assumes independence 
of observations and requires numerical data capable of being ranked. 
~· reasit»ZJ.s for its relatively frequent use are that the technique 
a.pp,U.es t.o small samples (as well as large ones) and that group sizes 
may be 11...'1.equal .~ 
The ch:i.Qsquat-.e test was employ,ed in a two by four classification 
traatments by categories to test for significant differences between 
the questioning patte;ns of both groups receiving feedback support 
friom the un:l•.rersity supervisor on pre and post tapes. Ch:l~square was 
also utilized to make a within groups analysis. The chi-square tests 
for significant differences among distributions which may not be 
related to a normal distribution and compares an observed frequency 
distd but:lon w:l th any hypothetical distribution of "expected" 
frequencies. The primal'}· characteristics of chi~square are that it 
applies easily to varied sample sizes and it utilized nominal data. 
This test can be utiU.zed with only one group divided into several 
categories (as few as two) or with many groups containing many 
categories. The measures employed, however, must be all of the 
same type. The data are generally presented in a contingency table 
which show the observed frequencies and, usually, the expected 
frequencies. 
The Wilcoxon matched 0 pairs signedQranks test was utilized to 
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test for differences in the number of questions asked between initial 
and final scores in any category of questions by student teachers 
receiving either video or memory feedback •. The Wilcoxon matchedapairs 
signedQranks test is the most appropriate test for two related samples. 
(Siegel, 1956). It tests relative magnitude of differences as well as 
direction and requires numerical data which indicates the degree of 
difference between a pair of counterpart measures. 
Fisher exact probability was used to test for differences in 
frequency of traditional-oriented and inqu1ryQoriented questions by 
both groups for pre and post tapes. Fisher exact probability is 
another nori.parametri c test t:o determine whether two groups di ff er in 
t.he propclrtions with which they fall into two categodes. The test 
is guided by three assumpt:l.onsg (l) the samples are relatively small1,1 
(2) there is a different distribution in the two groups, and (3) the 
marginal s1Jms of the table of data are constant. (Siegel, 1956, 
pp. 96Q104.) 
CHAPTER IV 
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
The purpose of this study was to determine if student teacher 
behav'ior :related to queistioning techniques in the teach:l.ng of soc:l.al 
studies could be effe~:ted th:rough ewl.uat:lve feedback by means of 
videotape and supervhoey conferences. The design of the study 
provided for analysis iof data from comparative situation:sa (1) evalua~ 
tive feedback through the use of videotape and supervisory conferences 
and (2) evaluative feedback by means of student teacher and supervisor 
recall and conferences~ The following tests were used to measure the 
data& MannQWh:i.tney U test was used to compare within categories of 
pre and post tapes; chiasquare was used to compare questioning patteJms 
of the video group and the memory group; Wilcoxon matched 0 pai:rs 
slgned~r;-anks was utilized hi compal'ing frequency of questions asked 
ftliz, both groups on pre and poist tapes; and the F:i.shez· 0 s exact 
pz·,i;ibabili ty test was used :!.n comparing questioin categories between the 
groups cm frequency <t»f questions asked on blOlth pre and post tapes. 
The structure lillf this chapter wUl foll.low the arrangement of the 
hyp~theses. The results wh:!.ch answer each of the hypotheses will in 
tum be presented followll.:ng the statement Of the hypothesis itself. 
Results 
Hypothesis !g There is no significant difference in 
numbers of questions between the video group and the 
memory group within each category of questions asked 
by student teachers on the pre and post tapeso 
In order to examine this first hypothesis a Mann=Whitney U test 
was utilized. The analysis showing the values of U for the Mann~ 
Whitney test on comparison of video and memory groups on question 
categories fo the several tape pe,.:iods and having N equal to 9 for 
both groups (Table I) revealed that a significant difference existed 
in only one instance and this was in the leading question category on 
the pre~tapes. The comparison of rank values showed that the video 
group asked a significantly greater number of leading questions than 
the memory group. 
TABLE I 
VALUES OF U FOR MANN=WHITN~Y TEST ON COMPARISON OF VIDEO 
AND MEMORY GROUPS ON QUESTION CATEGORIES IN THE 




Ca,tegorfes P:re.;,Ta.pes 2nd Tapes Post-Tapes 
Rhetodcal 38 34 39 
Infcirtnat:l.onal 34 23 40 
Leadll.ng 12* 33 34 
ProMng 39 33 33 
*Significant at .01. 
Hz.pothesis 1g There is no significant difference between 
the questioning patterns of student teachers receiving 
video feedback support and those receiving memory feed .. 
back support from the university supervisor on either pre 
or post tapes. 
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The analysis of data using the chi-square test showing comparisons 
of question categories for each group on the pre .. tapes (Table II) 
produced a value of 27. 22 which is significant beyond the .001 level. 
This significance indicated that the memory group and the video group 
were not utilizing the same questioning patterns in the pre~tapes. The 
video group was asking a disproportionately greater number of leading 
questions than expected while the memory group was asking a disproporu 
tionately smaller number of leading questions than expected. These 










CHI .. SQUARE COMPARISONS OF QUESTION CATEGORIES 
FOR EACH GROUP ON PRE~TAPES 
Video GrQlup Memory Group 
gre9uenc!es Freguencies 
Actual Expected Actual Expected 
228 219 208 217 
378 407 429 400 
52 33 13 32 
75 73 70 72 
733 720 
Chi Qsquare ... 27. 22; p ('. 001. 
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The chi-square analysis of question categories for each group on 
the post-tapes is given in Table III. The x2 value of 5.27 obtained 
in the analysis was not significant. 
TABLE III 
CHI-SQUARE COMPARISONS OF QUESTION CATEGORIES FOR 
EACH GROUP ON POST-TAPES 
Video Group Memory Group 
Question Freguencies Freguencies 
Categories Actual Expected Actual Expected 
Rhetorical 31 34 39 36 
Informational 210 214 224 220 
Leading 14 18 24 20 
Probing 127 114 104 117 
Totals 382 391 
Chi-square= 5.27; p) .20; n.s. 
Chi-square was utilized to make a within groups analysis. Table 
IV shows the results of analysis of comparisons of question categories 
between pre and post tapes for the video group. Video prempost data 
produced a value of 137.622 (p(.001). 
Question 
TABLE IV 
CHI~SQUARE COMPARISONS OF QUESTION CATEGORIES BETWEEN 
PRE AND POST TAPES FOR THE VIDEO GROUP 
Pre .. Tapes Post.~Tapes 
Fre9.uencies Freguenci!s 
27 
Categories Actual Expected Actual Expected 
Rhetorical 228 170 31 89 
Informational 378 387 210 201 
Leading 52 43 14 23 
Probing 75 133 127 69 
Totals 733 382 
CM ~sqv.are .., 137.622; p(' .001. 
Memory preQpost data 9 as shown in Table v, produced a chi-square 
va1J.ue of 102.12 (p ( .001). Differences in both groups were 
signifiicant~ however, the greater significance was indicated within 
thie video group. This agrees with the result obtained from analysis 
by the Wilcoxon techniques described following hypothesis three. 
Question 
TABLE V 
CHI~SQUARE COMPARISONS OF QUESTION CATEGORIES BETWEEN 
PRE AND POST TAPES FOR THE MEMORY GROUP 
Pre ... Tapes Post ... Tapes 
Freguencies Freguencies 
28 
Categories Actual Expected Actual Expected 
Rhetorical 208 160 39 
Informational 429 423 224 
Leading 13 24 24 
Probing 70 113 104 
Totals 720 391 
CM .. square = 102012; p(oOOlo 
~th~is 1g There are no significant differences in the 
nttmber of questions asked between initial and final scores 
in any category of questions by student teachers receiving 





A Wilcoxon matchedQpairs, signed~ranks test was used to examine 
hypothesis three. The results are presented in Table VI, and reveal 
that both groups had a significant decrease in rhetorical type quesg 
ti~ns. In the other qu~stion categories the memory group showed a 
significant decrease in informational type questions and the video 
gr~:Jp showed a s:l.gnHicant decrease in leading type questions; however, 
the video group h,a.d a:n im,rdinate number of leading questions on the 
pre-tapes tn compartaon to the memory group. (.Appendixes C and D). 
1.'be video group showed a atgntftcant Increase in probiag queationa. 
As a check of interim progress the WUcci,xon matched-pairs, 
atgned•ranka test was utilized in ccmparlng pre.tape to second tape. 
'Die resulta of thta compartsen were almost the. same as revealed by 
the pre to post tape analysis except that the video group showed no 
significant differences in leading and probing questions. Likewise 
a similar comparison •• made between results of the second and post 
tapes In vhtch instance no significant differences were found for 
any ef the cemparlaona of the questicm categories. 
TABLI VI 
WU,COXON.MATCRID·PAIRS SIGNED-BANIS TBST SHOWDC 'DII 
CCIIPARXSON BY '1'WO GROUPS or FRIQUINCY 01' QUISTIOR 
CATIGORIIS P'01t PU ANI> POST TAPIS 
Video 
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Queatlen Level of !B.fference 
Memo a 
Level ef .lf erenee 
Category_ .. ······ Signtflcaaee .. stgniflcance 
Rhetorical .01 Decrease .01 D1cr1a11 
Iaformattoaal n.a. Decrease .os Decreaa• 
Leading .01 Decru11 n.s. Iacru11 
~_robing .,s Increase ..... bcruae 
Hyeothesis ~g Tllere is no significant difference between the 
video feedback and the memory feedback student teacher groups 
on pre and post tapes with respect to traditional and inquiry 
oriented questioning patterns. 
The Fisher exact probability test was used in comparing the 
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frequency of questions asked between the two groups on both pre and post 
tapes. The data, as presented in Table VII, show essentially no differ~ 
ence in the questioning patterns between the video and the memory groupso 
Both grotips were Oi'iented toward traditional type questions, and asked 
greater numbers of rhetorical and informational type questions or 
traditionallrmoriented questions than they did inquiry .. oriented ques-
tions. The Fisher exact probability value of .50 was not significant. 
Even though the groups were still comparable but not significantly 
different at the post tape, a shift was evidenced showing greater 
numbers of students asking more inquirymoriented questions over 
traditional-oriented questions. The Fisher exact probability value 
of .10 on the post tapes was not significant. 
TABLE VII 
DATA FOR FISHER 9S EXACT PROBABILITY ON COMPARISON 
OF FREQUENCY OF QUESTIONS ASKED FOR PRE 
AND POST TAPES FOR BOTH GROUPS 





















The results of the analysis of the data were presented in the 
chapter and arranged in the order of the hypotheses tested in the 
study. The analysis for the first hypothesis examined differences 
between the video group and the memory group on each of the four 
categories of questions for both pre and post tapes. A significant 
difference was found in only one instance; the video group asked a 
significantly larger number of leading questions than the memory 
group on the premtapes. 
The second hypothesis was tested by comparing the questioning 
patterns of the two groups on both pre and post tapes. In this 
instance, a significant difference was found in the questioning 
patterns of the two groups only on the pre-tapes. 
The test cf the third hypothesis was based on a comparison of 
the pre and post tapes on the numbers of questions asked by each 
gr~up in each question category. The video group showed significant 
decreases in rhetorical and leading questions and a significant 
increase in probing questions. The memory group showed significant 
decreases in rhetorical and informational questions. 
The fourth hypothesis dealt with a comparison of the two groups 
on both pre and post tapes with respect to traditional 0 oriented and 
inquiry~or:lented questioning patternso No significant differences 
were found on either set of tapeso 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
This investigation was implemented to determine if student teacher 
behavior related to questioning techniques in the teaching of social 
studies could be effected through evaluative feedback by means of 
videotape and supervisory conferences. The design of the study 
provided for analysis of data from comparative situations. 
The subjects for this study consisted of eighteen female student 
teachers majoring in Elementary Education. The students were assigned 
in the fall semester.., 1971, for student teaching in grades three to 
six in the Stillwater, Oklahoma, Public Schools. Each subject in the 
sample population was randomly assigned to one of two treatment groups9 
one of which used videotape as a means of feedback an.devaluation!> the 
other relied on memory or recall for evaluation feedback. Each subject 
in both groups made three different videotapes during the duration of 
the study. Each tape was then coded for question types asked by the 
student teachers. The first and last tapes were used as pre and post 
tapes for the study. 
Four hypotheses were presented. They were concerned with the 
category of questions asked by students in the two groups and if 
there would be significant differences in the questioning patterns 




Hypothesis One was rejected for this reason8 There was a 
significant difference bet.ween the video group and the memory group in 
the leading category of questions asked by student teachers on the 
pre~tapes. The comparison of rank values showed that the video group 
asked a significa.nt.ly greater number of leading questions than the 
memory group. 
Hypothesis Two was rejected for this reasong There was a signifi= 
cant difference between the questionin·g pattems of student teachers 
:receiving video feedback support and those receiving memory feedback 
support fl•mn the im.i vers1ty supervisor on the pre~tape comparisons. 
The video group asked a disproportionately greater number of leading 
questions than expected while the memory group asked a disproportionately 
smaller number of leading questions than expected. 
Hypothesis Three was rejected for the following reasonsg There 
we~e s:l.gnificant differences in the number of questions asked between 
initial and final sco~es in categories of questions by student teachers 
re,:eivin.g e:i th.er video or memory feedbacko Both groups had a signifi~ 
<.::ant de(:rease in rhetol'ical questionso The memory group showed a 
s:l.gnificant decrease in informational questions and the video group 
showed a significant decrease in leading questions. The video group 
showed a significant increase in probing questions. Significant 
differences then were found between pre and post tapes. When similar 
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Ci(i)tTiparisons were made between pre and second t~pes and second and third 
tapes, no significant differences were found for any of the comparisons 
of the question categories. 
A w:lthin groups analysis was made comparing question categories 
between pre and post tapes for the video group as well as for the 
memory group. Significant differences existed in both groups. Both 
groups were asking more questions on the pre-tapes than they were on 
the post-tapes. 
Hypothesis Four was accepted and became tenable. The data showed 
essentially no difference in the question patterns between the video 
and the memory groups; however, a shift was evidenced showing greater 
numbers of students asking more inquirymoriented questions over 
traditional~oriented· questions by both groups. In essence, the two 
treatment procedures appeared equally effective in reducing the per-
centage of rhetorical questions asked by student teachers and each 
was effective in increasing the percentage of probing questions 
asked. 
Resiilts of thh study have ·strong implications for preservice 
teacher educail:::!1.oro.. As revealed by this investigation and reviews of 
the :Uteratu:ire 9 teachers ask great nv.:m1bers of memory and/or recall".' 
type qil.llestio:ns. The major concern of many researchers seems to be 
with more openaended questions that would require children to exercise 
their thinking abilities. Student teachers should have opportwi ties 
to learn how to f~rm leading and probing questions early in their 
instructional training. With the use of self-analysis through video 
tape feedback~ questi0lrl!.1ng strategies can be markedly improved. 
Inservic~ teachers, who have access to selfQanalysis procedures and 
video tapes, can also improve their questioning techniques if they 
give consideration to the results of this studyo 
Recommendations 
Th~,following recommendations are made: 
lo An investigator could replicate the study with the 
following expansions: 
ao a comparative study with student teachers in a 
nine~week student teaching block with .those in 
a lesser er longer time blocko 
bo a control group participating in the study, but 
not receiving any feedback. 
c. inservice teachers :tn randomly selected schools 
and randomly assigned subjects to treatments. 
2o A follow~up study during the second· semester of the 
subjects 0 first year of teaching experience to compare 
their questioning.patterns then with those during the 
study eoull.d be ut:Uizedo 
3. A greater stress could be put on the importance of 
quiiestioning strategies in methods classes for both 
preserlfice and insemce teachers,. 
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GUIDE FOR ANALYSIS OF TEACHING g QUESTIONING* 
Traditional-Oriented Questions Examples 
Rhetorical Questions 
a. Questions for which the teacher 
supplies answer. 
b. Questt>ns for which the teacher 
does not expect (or demand) 
answer. 
c. Questions used to restructure, 
redirect 9 or refocus lesson. 
Informational Questions 
a. Questions calling for facts 
read~ heard, discussed in 
class, etc. 
b. Who, what, where, when~ how 
much, how many, etc. 
!_ngui!l;mOr~ent~. Questions 
Leading Questions 
a. Questions looking for the 
right answer. 
b. Questions which contain the 
d ght answer.. 
c. Questions which el early 
suggest that the right 
answer is to be. 
d. Questions which prescribe a 
desired app:!t:'oach to developing 
an a.:nswet;. 
Probing Questions 
a. Openwended questions which 
broaden field of consideration 
for student inquiry. 
''What is the ultimate for~e a 
nation can employ in diplomatic 
relations with other nations?" 
(Pause) Teacher continues, 
"I 0m sure that you are thinking 
of mili taey force ••• " 
''Who was the first president 
of the United States?" 
Examples 
''We have determined that need 
for access to transportation 
routes was an important consid= 
eration in the location of 
colonial settlement. What 
other kinds of things influen= 
ced people in deciding where 
they would li ve?n 
''What conclusions can we draw 
from the recent decision of 
France not to permit the entry 
b. Open-ended questions which 
structure t~e activity of 
student inquiry but do not 
indicate nature or approach 
to answer. 
c. Open"'.ended questions which 
invite explorations of 
relationships. 
*from Adair and Allan (1969). 
43 
of the United Kingdom into the 
European Common Market?" 
"What arguments can be applied 
for or against the statement 
that 1 the present civil rights 
struggle is a class issue 




Coding Sheet · 
Classify each question and indicate whether it is Rhetorical, 
Information, Leading, Probing or Other by putting a dot in 
the appropriate box in the coding form, other means questions 
not directly related to development of the ideas under considera• 
tion. 





· Probing D 










Grand Total I 
Look across each row and determine your total number of 
rhetorical questions, information questions, leading questions and 
probing questions. To determine your total number of lesson-related 




RAW DATA fROM.PR!-TAPES 11 SECOND 
TAPES AND POST .. TAPES FOR 


















RAW DATA FROM PREm'rAPES, SECOND 
TAPES AND POSTmTAPES FOR 




2nd Post Pre 2nd Post Pre 2nd Post Pre 
02 00 63 16 18 09 06 02 08 
07 05 52 20 16 09 01 02 21 
05 04 12 18 30 11 01 01 03 
07 01 70 08 30 01 03 02 01 
02 04 15 03 15 03 00 02 18 
08 01. 21 18 17 07 04 00 04 
05 07 42 34 47 04 03 00 00 
10 05 54 · 05 17 01 06 00 06 
13 04 49 76 20 07 00 05 14 





2nd Poat Questions 
08 14 165 
40 23 226 
23 07 121 
16 15 185 
04 22 93 
09 15 125 
06 01 17.5 
17 21 199 
01 09 231 
124 127 1520 
APPENDIX D 
RAW M.TA, FROM PRE ... TAPES, SECOND 
TAPES AND POS,TQTAPES FOR 


















RAW D.\TA FROM PRE 0 TAPES, SECOND 
TAPES AND POST-TAPES FOR 




2nd Post Pre 2nd Post Pre 2nd Pout Pre 
07 02 71 29 17 04 14 00 06 
01 00 45 37 09 03 02 00 12 
15 10 38 41 42 00 09 04 07 
09 11 28 54 31 04 08 11 21 
01 09 43 16 42 00 00 02 06 
02 00 51 44 34 00 01 00 06 
04 03 SS 08 11 00 01 03 01 
08 03 72 · 24 27 02 12 02 01 
05 01 26 19 11 00 00 02 10 




2nd Post Questions 
18 28 220 
10 20 154 
02 02 198 
02 10 213 
08 04 152 
04 01 151 
13 20 151 
18 15 228 
14 04 104 
89 104 1571 
APPENDIX E 
TABLE OF INTERRATER RELIABILITIES ON TAPES 
WHERE DISAGB.EEMENT WAS OBSERVED 
TABLE X 
TABLE OF INTERRATER RELIABILITIES ON TAPES 
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